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Sweet film has strong local ties, weak attempts 
at comedy 
Friday, April 07, 2006

By John Serba
The Grand Rapids Press

"Kalamazoo?" is a comedy with its heart in the right place.

It's the story of three women returning to Kalamazoo, for their 10-year high
school reunion. At graduation, they had bright futures and ambitious personal
and professional aspirations. But now, they must contend with the disconnect
between their past dreams and their uncomfortable present-day realities.

The trio of friends includes Carol (Josie Davis), a peppy but aimless
receptionist living in Chicago; Maggie (Mayim Bialik), the former class
president, now a fiercely independent Baltimore nurse; and Joan (Joanna Clare
Scott), a happily married, yet unsatisfied, unemployed actress who calls
London home. 

They learn the reunion entails 
cracking open a dreaded time
capsule, which contains all 
the classmates' predictions
about where they'll be in 10 
years. 

The thought of publicly 
revealing the contents of the
capsule is horrifying to Carol, 
Maggie and Joan -- and
understandably so. What 
28-year-old wouldn't be
embarrassed to face the 
naive optimism of his or her
high-school self? 

But this is where 
"Kalamazoo?" starts coming
unglued. It expands upon that 
universal feeling with sitcom wackiness: The three women engage in poorly
staged slapstick when they decide to steal the time capsule from the basement
of Sheryl (Jennifer Willison), an actress who relishes the thought of rubbing her
success in Joan's face. 

They are trailed by the ghosts of their dead grandmothers in a pointless subplot
that's parched for laughs. And its supporting characters, including the painfully
superficial Sheryl and Maggie's Jewish mother, delve into caricature.
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Granted, the film is a first-time production from sisters Joanna Clare Scott and
Dana Kowalski, who grew up in Kalamazoo. They raised nearly $2 million to
make the film, which was shot on location, photographed by Kalamazoo native
Matthew Molitor and directed by Michigan State University grad David
O'Malley. Those familiar with Kzoo will recognize many landmarks (including
Sweetwater's Donut Mill, where one scene is staged) and get some of the
inside jokes (a gag about waiting endlessly at a railroad crossing went over my
Grand Rapidian head). 

Scott penned the screenplay with a solid grip on the pressures modern women
face, but it leans on soppy cliches and belabored speeches. Her acting
abilities, however, are commendable -- she, Bialik (of "Blossom" TV fame) and
Davis (who has some Cameron Diaz-style spunk) exhibit a fair amount of
chemistry, which is occasionally hampered by stiff dialogue and staging.

Still, "Kalamazoo?" is not devoid of charm. It takes the time to develop its
characters, and in turn, we are endeared to these three women and their
struggles to find themselves. As a straightforward drama, the film may have
worked better, but as it stands, it's a solid story blurred by a hodgepodge of
heavy-handed jokes. 
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